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This project and catalogue were produced on Kulin
Nation land. The participants acknowledge the
Wurundjeri, Boon Wurrung, Taungurung, Dja Dja
Wurrung and Wadawurrung peoples of the Kulin
Nation as the first and continuing custodians of
these lands and waters. We recognise sovereignty
has never been ceded and we pay our respects to
their Elders past and present.

For Fall Line, Kate Hill and Isadora Vaughan will
respond to the idea of mentoring, learning and
guidance. Working from a site on the grounds of
the convent, the artists will explore what it could
be to learn from the landscape: from exchanging
their various skills and seeking assistance from
masters and the depths of YouTube, to extract, to
fire, to manipulate, and to return clay to the ground,
via the gallery.
This exhibition is part of the funded mentorship
program Material Exchange.

When I was a young and dimpled goth, I would
come jogging here at 4.30am. After the nightclub
full of music made out of chains for vampires/
before my early shift pulling metal sheets studded
with sausage rolls and coffee scrolls out of a furnace,
hilarious about my own Robert Smith up-do under
a hairnet. The river’s black-baubled voice the very
major thing about the place, myself euphoric but not
too relevant. Also the sound of snuggling eels, and
the patient hanging mists baptising my sweat.
Ambitions then:
(a) To not be seen exercising, because of shame,
and also joy that would dent if witnessed, (b) To
feel less like everything is occupied, (c) To be in
a dominance of humic odours, cold water, insect
bodies, animal eyes reflecting, Myrtaceous brushings
and scratchings. Thuds.
I always heeded this floating hank of land back
then. Wall-less, sleeping horses looming.
There’s two people here digging a hole now, I
think they are using mostly their hands. I’ve made
up reasons for why they chose this spot: They
desire to fall into this loose place as much as I do.
They want to handle the strata of somewhere that
has made an unlikely and consoling escape from the
relentless thickness of human intent.
To every side of our hole’s site - let’s call it a
paddock, or maybe a meadow - is purpose. Bush
regen dappled with tree-guards and blue herbicide
for ecological nostalgics, then waiting-listed
community garden plots, then covetable heritagebuilding-housed galleries and cafes, and then the
teeming goodness and pain of so many 4-wheel
drives shining towards the chutney and petting
lambs at the market. The Hole in The Paddock is
equidistant from The Convent, which is, of course,
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God and Documents, and The River, which round
here traces the edge of the third largest volcanic
plain on Earth.
Sometimes the land would send so much water
into the river that it would rise up and spread out,
leaving nutritious silt and cells of algae and the
bodies of tiny aquatic invertebrates behind on The
Paddock when it retreated. Back when the convent
housed the orphaned and fallen and - to fund
the saving of their souls - put them to work in its
laundries, they grew vegetables down here.
The two people will pack the soil back down
really hard when they fill in the hole, because
otherwise it will sink and a horse wandering over to
munch a nettle or perhaps a daffodil could have an
ankle accident.
They had to do paperwork and send a lot of
emails to be allowed to dig this hole. (They at once
respect this protectiveness, and note the comedy
inherent). They squat around and in the hole for
months, looking for textures that will speak or be
spoken to, that can be tugged out and shown. They
wear work boots and jeans with mud on them, and
keep at it through drizzle and into darkness. They
are a parody of other workers, digging other holes.
They cook lunch on a fire inside the hole to keep
the wood out of the wind. The hole is a giant cook
pot turned inside-out, their small selves within the
charred walls; they are their own cannibal’s dinner,
heads and shoulders protruding above the rim,
smoke curling. They have altered the chemistry,
added the generous surface area of charcoal’s
honeycomb structure to the acres of silt-skin that
already invite capacious cation exchange, even more
infinite territory for microbes to glue to, a far-flung
terra preta polka dot.

Lay me down on these repeating doilies of handscooped tailings, light the Trangia so that we might
gird our guts with cosy bolognese padded-out with
the ghosts of Nun-sown wonky carrots that grow
around stones no rescued waif wants to comb from
a paddock.
They have a smear across their cheeks, they are
in pleasantly, unexpectedly grand cahoots, they have
camaraderie because of the breezes and the lunches
and they jokes about becoming Hobbits. They
wonder about future bunkers, and ancient kilns, and
whether they are cheating.
I dug a hole once with camaraderie, but mine
was with my own determination. We did not eat
lunch together, me and my determination, we stayed
up all night long in a mania, scraping a 2 metre
cubed pit into the shoulder-high grassland that was
the backyard of my first sharehouse. I walked to
Bunnings at dawn with my blisters to buy more black
plastic that I could elegantly carry rolled across my
shoulders, and lined my hole, ran the hose from the
hot tap in the laundry into it, steam rose up through
the grass, I got in. The earth that I had displaced was
an exhausted trope of amateur urban archaeology: a
mad rubbly mess of old china shards and little glass
bottles, something that been moved around so many
times that it had forgotten how to live.
An excavation of earth is an inspection of
promise. The promise of the crop, and of the grass
for the hopper to eat, the promise of the chicken
and kookaburra that eat the hopper. The promise of
trees to supply the wood for the fire. The promise
of clay to make the bricks for the hearth, and iron
to make the pot to broil the chicken in. Soil is the
foundational amniotic sac; it is ocean-originating
life’s way of keeping the water and nutrients it

evolved needing close at hand, while expanding onto
land. It is the first jungle: in one wholesome hole-ful
there are a billion to the power of a million bacteria
and a hundred thousand meters of fungal filaments.
They could play the fruit bats and the lianas
respectively. The nematodes could play the pythons.
That protozoa could play the shy mouse deer and
that one could play the crocodile.
Let’s imagine one nun, who wanted to dive
into that jungle, a pressure in her blood from the
institutional living. Did she put little clots or stones
into her mouth to taste their promise as I do now
that I’m a gardener, and maybe surprisingly, still a
romantic? Was there a pre-Woodstock wallowing in
the mud by frustrated wayward women who wanted
to coat their skin in so much slippery promise? What
are all the ways in which I am not clever enough to
look into this hole, and know if a certain pocket of
earth might have been ideal for a Wurundjeri cook
to dig out and encase a fish in for baking? Will the
hole-diggers know, by the end? Will their metals in
their blood know something about the magnetic lines
around here? Will their fingernail dirt have gotten
into their guts and made their own flora re-organise
into something that echoes that of the hole?
The paddock has become more spacious via
this non-utilitarian labour and this inspecting and
sorting without ambitions. We swivel gaze to our
own labours and ambitions. We see the grand joke
of their utility: that we keep digging holes and filling
them in again, that our success is in probing the
textures that we come across while we’re at it. It’s
night and I’m here running in the mist; I have all the
space I need.
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